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Abstract
A network interface device includes host interface logic, arranged to receive from a host processor a frame of outgoing data that includes outgoing header information and outgoing payload data, and to separate the header information from the payload data. A transmit protocol processor is coupled to read and process the outgoing header information from the outgoing header memory so as to generate at least one outgoing packet header in accordance with a predetermined network protocol. Transmit logic is coupled to receive and associate the at least one outgoing packet header with the outgoing payload data from the outgoing data memory, so as to generate at least one outgoing data packet for transmission over a network in accordance with the protocol.
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NETWORK ADAPTER WITH EMBEDDED DEEP PACKET PROCESSING

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application 60/192,085, filed Mar. 24, 2000, which is incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to data communications over packet networks, and specifically to methods and devices for high-speed packet header processing.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In recent years, the speed of networking hardware has increased by two or three orders of magnitude, enabling packet networks such as Gigabit Ethernet and InfiniBand to operate at speeds in excess of 1 Gb/s. Network interface adapters for these high-speed networks typically provide dedicated hardware for physical layer and data link layer processing (Layers 1 and 2 in the Open Systems Framework model). This hardware is capable of operating at wire speed, i.e., transmitting and receiving packets at the full, specified speed at which the network itself is capable of carrying data.

Higher-level protocols, however, are still processed for the most part by software running on host CPUs (central processing units) connected to the network. Common protocols of this sort include network layer (Layer 3) protocols, such as the Internet Protocol (IP), and transport layer (Layer 4) protocols, such as the Transport Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP), as well as protocols in layers 5 and above. Efforts to reduce the stack overheads of standard protocols used in packet networks, such as TCP/IP, have yielded only moderate improvements. Increases in the speed of host processors and memory access have not kept pace with the increases in network speed. As a result, software processing of protocol stacks has become the key bottleneck in packet network communications.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In preferred embodiments of the present invention, a network interface adapter comprises one or more embedded processors that perform deep packet processing, so as to relieve the host CPU of at least a part of the protocol processing burden. In the context of the present patent application and in the claims, the term “deep packet processing” is used to refer to any hardware-based processing of header information at or above the network protocol level (Layer 3). Preferably, the network interface adapter comprises an integrated circuit chip that includes two such embedded processors, one for processing packets for transmission over the network, based on data frames generated by the host CPU, and the other for processing data packets received over the network, for delivery as data frames to the host CPU. Offloading deep packet processing tasks from the host CPU to the embedded processors substantially increases the rate at which packets can be transferred to and from the host, thus enhancing the overall speed of network traffic.

Preferably, the network interface adapter comprises logic that separates the data into separate processing pipelines for header data and payload data in each of the transmit and receive paths. The header data are passed to a fast memory associated with the respective embedded processor, enabling the processor to access the data with minimal delay, typically within one or two processor clock cycles. By separating the header and payload data, the amount of fast memory needed by the network interface adapter is minimized, thus reducing the cost of the device. After the header data have been processed by the embedded processor, further logic in the network interface adapter synchronizes and recombines the header and payload data for network packet transmission (on the transmit path) or for writing as data frames to the host memory (on the receive path).

The embedded processors are programmed in microcode to deal with certain specific protocols used in the network, such as TCP/IP. The dedication of the processors to this task, along with the use of fast memory to hold the header data during processing, enables the network interface adapter to perform Layer 3 and higher-layer processing at wire speed. The network interface adapter can be configured to handle other protocols, not only at Layers 3 and 4, but also at higher layers, simply by reprogramming the microcode firmware of the embedded processors. Thus, the adapter can be used in a straightforward way to offload higher-level networks tasks from the host, as well, such as firewalls, load balancing, traffic management and other functions known in the art. These capabilities make the adapter useful not only in connecting host computers to the network, but also in other types of network devices, such as switches, routers and gateways.

There is therefore provided, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a network interface device, including:

host interface logic, arranged to receive from a host processor a frame of outgoing data that includes outgoing header information and outgoing payload data, and to separate the header information from the payload data;

an outgoing data memory, coupled to receive the outgoing payload data from the host interface logic;

an outgoing header memory, coupled to receive the outgoing header information from the host interface logic;

a transmit protocol processor, coupled to read and process the outgoing header information from the outgoing header memory so as to generate at least one outgoing packet header in accordance with a predetermined network protocol; and

transmit logic, coupled to receive and associate the at least one outgoing packet header with the outgoing payload data from the outgoing data memory, so as to generate at least one outgoing data packet for transmission over a network in accordance with the protocol.

Preferably, the protocol includes a network layer protocol, most preferably an Internet Protocol (IP). Additionally or alternatively, the protocol includes a transport layer protocol, preferably a Transport Control Protocol (TCP) or a User Datagram Protocol (UDP).

Preferably, the outgoing data memory and the outgoing header memory include parallel first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffers, which are arranged to hold the outgoing payload data and outgoing header information, respectively, for a plurality of frames of outgoing data. Most preferably, the outgoing header memory includes a first FIFO buffer, coupled to hold the header information before it is processed by the protocol processor, and a second FIFO buffer, coupled to receive the at least one packet header from the protocol processor and to deliver it to the transmit logic. Additionally or alternatively, the outgoing header memory includes a fast memory, coupled to the transmit protocol processor so as to be accessed thereby in a single clock cycle of the processor.
In a preferred embodiment, at least the outgoing data and header memories and the transmit logic are contained together with the transmit protocol processor in a single integrated circuit chip, and the transmit protocol processor is coupled to the host interface logic so as to enable reprogramming of the transmit protocol processor.

Typically, the at least one outgoing packet header includes a plurality of outgoing packet headers, and the transmit logic is arranged to associate each of the outgoing packet headers with a corresponding portion of the outgoing payload data so as to generate a sequence of outgoing data packets.

Preferably, the at least one outgoing packet header includes a data length parameter, and the transmit logic is arranged to read the data for inclusion in the outgoing packet response to the data length parameter.

Preferably, the device includes:

receive logic, which is coupled to receive from the network an incoming data packet including incoming data that includes an incoming header and incoming payload data, and to select a header portion of the incoming data packet;

an incoming header memory, coupled to receive from the receive logic a header portion of the incoming data, which includes at least the incoming header;

an incoming data memory, coupled to receive from the receive logic a data portion of the incoming data, which includes at least the incoming payload data; and

a receive protocol processor, coupled to read and process the header portion of the incoming data in accordance with the predetermined network protocol so as to generate incoming header information,

wherein the host interface logic is coupled to receive and associate the incoming header information with the incoming payload data so as to generate an incoming data frame for delivery to the host processor.

Preferably, the transmit protocol processor and the receive protocol processor are contained together in a single integrated circuit chip, and the device includes a bus on the chip coupled to both the transmit and receive protocol processors. Most preferably, the device includes a shared memory, which is accessible to both the transmit and receive protocol processors via the bus.

There is also provided, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a network interface device, including:

receive logic, which is coupled to receive from a network in accordance with a predetermined network protocol an incoming data packet including incoming data that includes an incoming header and incoming payload data, and which is arranged to select a header portion of the incoming data packet;

an incoming header memory, coupled to receive from the receive logic a header portion of the incoming data, which includes at least the incoming header;

an incoming data memory, coupled to receive from the receive logic a data portion of the incoming data, which includes at least the incoming payload data; and

a receive protocol processor, coupled to read and process the header portion of the incoming data in accordance with the predetermined network protocol so as to generate incoming header information; and

host interface logic, which is coupled to receive and associate the incoming header information with the incoming payload data so as to generate an incoming data frame for delivery to a host processor.

Preferably, the data memory and the header memory include parallel first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffers, which are arranged to hold the data portion and the header portion, respectively, for a plurality of frames of incoming data. Most preferably, the header memory includes a first FIFO buffer, coupled to hold the header portion before it is processed by the protocol processor, and a second FIFO buffer, coupled to receive the header information from the protocol processor and to deliver it to the transmit logic. Additionally or alternatively, the header information includes an instruction to the host interface logic, indicating a length of the payload data to read from the data portion in the data memory for inclusion in the incoming data frame.

Typically, the data portion of the incoming data includes substantially all of the incoming data, and the header information includes an instruction to the host interface logic, indicating a length of the payload data to read from the data portion in the data memory for inclusion in the incoming data frame. Preferably, the receive logic includes a control register, which is programmable with a length parameter, responsive to which the receive logic determines how many bits to select for inclusion in the header portion.

Preferably, the host interface logic includes a direct memory access (DMA) engine, and the receive protocol processor is arranged to generate DMA descriptors along with the incoming header information, so that the DMA engine writes the incoming data frame to a memory of the host processor responsive to the descriptors.

There is additionally provided, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a method for transmitting data over a packet network, including:

receiving from a host processor a frame of outgoing data that includes outgoing header information and outgoing payload data;

writing the outgoing header information to an outgoing header memory;

writing the outgoing payload data to an outgoing payload memory, separate from the header memory;

reading and processing the outgoing header information from the outgoing header memory so as to generate at least one outgoing packet header in accordance with a predetermined network protocol; and

associating the at least one outgoing packet header with the outgoing payload data from the outgoing data memory, so as to generate at least one outgoing data packet for transmission over the network in accordance with the protocol.

There is further provided, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a method for processing data received over a packet network, including:

receiving from a network in accordance with a predetermined network protocol an incoming data packet including incoming data that includes an incoming header and incoming payload data;

writing a header portion of the incoming data packet to an incoming header memory, the header portion including at least the incoming header;

writing a data portion of the incoming data to an incoming data memory, separate from the incoming header memory, the data portion including at least the incoming payload data;

reading and processing the header portion of the incoming data from the incoming header memory in accordance with the predetermined network protocol so as to generate incoming header information; and
associating the incoming header information with the incoming payload data from the incoming data memory so as to generate an incoming data frame for delivery to a host processor.

In a preferred embodiment, writing the header portion includes programming a control register with a length parameter, and determining how many bits to select for inclusion in the header portion responsive to the length parameter, wherein programming the control register includes determining the length parameter based on a maximum header length permitted by the network protocol.

The present invention will be more fully understood from the following detailed description of the preferred embodiments thereof, taken together with the drawings in which:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram that schematically illustrates a network interface adapter, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram that schematically shows details of a transmit path in the network interface adapter of FIG. 1, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a method for generating packets for transmission over a network, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram that schematically shows details of a receive path in the network interface adapter of FIG. 1, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a method for processing packets that are received over a network, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

FIG. 1 is a block diagram that schematically illustrates a network interface adapter 20, for interfacing between a host CPU 26 and a packet network, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. In the illustrated embodiment, CPU 26 is linked to random access memory (RAM) 24 via a bus 22. The bus typically comprises a standard parallel bus, such as a Peripheral Component Interface (PCI) bus, as is known in the art. The network (not shown in the figures) typically comprises a switch fabric, local area network (LAN) or wide area network (WAN), as are likewise known in the art. For the purposes of the present embodiment, the network is assumed to use standard network protocols, such as TCP/IP or UDP/IP. The principles of the present invention, however, are equally applicable to other network configurations and protocols, as well as to alternative arrangements of CPU 26, memory 24 and bus 22. Therefore, the term “packet” as used herein should be understood to refer to substantially any type of datagrams used in a network, and “header” should be understood to refer to substantially any network protocol information contained in the datagrams, whether at the beginning, middle or end of the datagrams.

Adapter 20 comprises a transmit path 35 and a receive path 45. The elements of these paths are described briefly with reference to FIG. 1. Their operation is described in detail hereinafter with reference to FIGS. 2-5.

A transmit engine 30 provides an interface between local applications run by CPU 26 and transmit path 35. Transmit engine 30 reads commands and frames of application data prepared by CPU 26 in memory 24, via a bus interface 28. The transmit engine sorts the header information in the frames from the payload data, passing the payload data to transmit logic 32, to await packetization, while passing the header data to a fast memory 34. This fast memory is linked in a zero-wait-state mode to a transmit processor 38, so that the processor and can typically read from and write to memory 34 in only one or two clock cycles. Processor 38 preferably comprises an embedded RISC processor, such as an IBM PowerPC™ processor, which also uses fast memory 34 to hold program instructions and data structures that it needs to access rapidly.

Transmit processor 38 reads the header data from fast memory 34 and then writes packet headers and instructions to the fast memory for the data packets that are to be transmitted over the network. Transmit logic 32 combines the headers with the data to form outgoing packets, which are then generated. The link interface performs Layer 2 network functions, as are known in the art, and passes the packets through a physical layer interface 42 for transmission over the network.

Receive path 45 receives incoming data packets via a physical layer interface 44 and data link layer interface 46. Link interface 46 passes the payload data of the incoming packets to receive logic 48, while a portion of the data containing the packet headers is passed to a fast memory 50 of a receive processor 52. The configuration of and interface between processor 52 and memory 50 are substantially similar to that of transmit processor 38 and memory 34. Transmit processor 38 and receive processor 52 are separated, however, in order to enable adapter 20 to simultaneously transmit and receive packets at full wire speed.

Receive processor 52 processes the header data that it reads from memory 50 and then writes frame headers and instructions to memory 50, for use in conveying the data to CPU 26. A receive engine 56 reads these headers and instructions and uses the information they contain to read the associated payload data from receive logic 48. The receive engine then writes data frames containing the header and payload data via bus interface 28 to memory 24, for subsequent processing by CPU 26.

Preferably, in addition to the dedicated elements of transmit path 35 and receive path 45, adapter 20 also includes elements that are shared by both paths, such as bus interface 28. The bus interface provides access from external bus 22 to an internal control bus 58 of the adapter. This access path is used to load microcode into the adapter, providing the protocol instructions that processors 38 and 52 execute in carrying out the protocol processing functions described herein. The processors can be reprogrammed in this manner to change their processing protocols and/or to add other processing functions to be executed by adapter 20. Bus 58 is also used by processors 38 and 52 to access a shared memory 60, containing firmware and data for use by either or both processors in tasks that are not time-critical.

Preferably, all of the elements of adapter 20 are contained in a single integrated circuit chip, preferably an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) that contains embedded processors 38 and 52. Shared memory 60, however, preferably comprises both on-chip and off-chip memory, so that a larger volume of memory can be made available to processor 38 and 52 without burdening the ASIC. Alternatively, adapter may be assembled from a number of separate logic, processing and memory components. To achieve wire-speed protocol processing, however, it is important that processors
and 52 have rapid access to respective memories 34 and 50. Therefore, more highly-integrated designs of adapter 20 are favored from the points of view of both speed and cost. Reference is now made to FIGS. 2 and 3, which schematically illustrate a method for processing of data packets for transmission via transmit path 35, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 2 is a block diagram that shows functional details of the elements of the transmit path. FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating a method for packet generation implemented in the transmit path.

CPU 26 prepares data frames in memory 24, to be transmitted over the packet network by adapter 20, under the control of adapter device driver software running on the CPU, at a frame preparation step 76. Along with the frames, the CPU prepares descriptors identifying the frames for purposes of direct memory access (DMA) reading by adapter 20. The frames include both header information and payload data, as well as command information to be used by transmit path 35 in processing the frames for transmission. The command information identifies the communication port (or logical channel) over which adapter 20 is to send the data, and also indicates the length of the header and the length of the payload data. This information is used by the transmit path in processing the frame, and specifically in generating packet headers, as described hereinbelow. The transmit path thus relieves the CPU itself of the need to generate the TCP/IP or UDP/IP headers that will be carried by the transmitted packets.

After writing the data frames to memory 24, CPU 26 informs adapter 20 that one or more frames are ready by writing a control word to a “doorbell” address of the adapter on bus 22. Preferably, bus interface 28 supports multiple doorbells, each associated with a different communication port. In this way, application software running on CPU 26 can specify different network channels over which to send data.

The service requests that are invoked by “ringing the doorbells” of the adapter are processed by context logic 66 in transmit engine 30, which drives the operations needed to process the requests, at a frame reading step 78. After selecting a request to process (if more than one doorbell has been ringing), logic 66 informs a DMA engine 64 of the address in memory 24 of the next descriptor to be executed. The DMA engine reads the descriptor and, according to the descriptor, reads the data frame from the memory and passes it to frame logic 68 for processing. Based on the header length specified in the data frame by CPU 26, the frame logic passes only the command and header portion of the frame to a header-in FIFO 72 in fast memory 50. The frame logic passes the remaining data in the frame to a data FIFO 70 in transmit logic 32.

When transmit processor 38 receives notification that a new header is waiting to be processed in FIFO 72, it reads the command and header information, at a FIFO reading step 80. Processor 38 modifies the protocol header information provided by CPU 26, as necessary, in order to generate network headers, at a header generation step 82. The generated network headers typically include transport protocol (TCP or UDP) and network protocol (IP) headers, as well as data link layer (media access control, or MAC) headers. These headers are generated under the control of the microcode running on processor 38, based on network routing tables and other information stored in memories 34 and 50.

For example, in generating a TCP/IP header, processor 38 would use the port specified by CPU 26 to determine the IP source and destination addresses, along with specifying the total length of the TCP segment and other header parameters. Typically, processors 38 and 52 read the necessary information from shared memory 60 during a start-up phase, before beginning to process outgoing and incoming packets, and store the data that they will need to access during packet processing in memories 34 and 50. The microcode and tables are updated as required to accommodate changes in network topology or protocols, for example.

Transmit processor 38 outputs the processed packet headers to a header-out FIFO 74 in fast memory 50, in a header writing step 84. If the length of the data in a given frame is greater than the maximum packet size permitted in the network, the processor generates multiple packet headers for the frame, corresponding to fragmentation of the frame into multiple packets (for example, multiple TCP/IP packets making up a single TCP frame). By the same token, if the command from CPU 26 indicates that the data frame is to be multicast, processor 38 generates multiple, respective headers for the different multicast destinations. For each header that it writes to FIFO 74, processor 38 also writes an output command, including the length of the header and the length of the corresponding data to be read from data FIFO 70. The processor then notifies transmit logic 32 that a new header is ready for readout from the FIFO.

The transmit logic reads the packet header and command from header-out FIFO 74, at a header readout step 86. Based on the header length and data length specified with the header, the transmit logic reads out the appropriate amount of corresponding data for each packet from data FIFO 70, at a data readout step 88. The transmit logic merges the packet header and data to generate a complete packet. Link interface 40 performs additional data link functions, such as computing and appending error correction codes to the packet, as is known in the art, to prepare the packet for transmission, at a packet output step 89. The packet is then output via physical layer interface 42 to the network.

Reference is now made to FIGS. 4 and 5, which schematically illustrate a method for processing of data packets received from the network by receive path 45, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 4 is a block diagram that shows functional details of the elements of the receive path. FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating a method for packet processing implemented in the receive path.

Data received from the network via physical layer interface 44 are translated into a stream of packets by link layer interface 46, at a packet input step 106. Each such packet contains a header and payload data. Header/data logic 90 reads the header portion of each packet to a header-in FIFO 94 in fast memory 50, while routing the data to a data FIFO 98 in receiver logic 48, at a routing step 108. In many network protocols, however, such as TCP/IP, the header length may vary from packet to packet. Without actually processing the higher-level headers, logic 90 cannot readily determine where the header ends and where the payload data begins in each packet. Therefore, a header length register 92 is programmed with a maximum header length, which is determined according to the protocols in use in the network in question. Thus, for example, if the maximum length allowed for the TCP and IP headers together is 120 bytes (for standard header fields and options), register 92 will be set to 120 bytes. Starting from the beginning of each incoming packet, logic 90 passes the number of bytes specified in register 92 to header-in FIFO 94, even though this number may in some cases include payload bytes, as well. Preferably, the logic passes the entire packet, including both
header and payload, to data FIFO 98. Alternatively, some or all of the data that are passed to FIFO 94 may be omitted from FIFO 98.

When a packet header is ready in FIFO 94, receive processor 52 is notified and reads the header data, at a data reading step 110. The processor decodes the headers, starting from the beginning of the packet, and continuing until it has reached the last bit in the highest-level header (such as the TCP header) that is supposed to process. It modifies the protocol headers as required, and generates commands and descriptors for use in passing the packet data to CPU 26, at a header processing step 112. The commands identify the packet context for the purposes of the application software running on the CPU, while the descriptors indicate the length of the packet header and data to be transferred by receive logic 56 to memory 24. Processor 52 may also be used to implement other functions such as firewalls, based on the TCP port, IP source address, or proprietary rules associated with higher-level protocols; load balancing when there are multiple servers running on the host; and reassembly of IP frames.

Receive processor 52 places the modified headers, descriptors and commands in a header-out FIFO 96 in fast memory 50, at a header writing step 114. As noted above, the commands also identify the bytes of data to be read from data FIFO 98 in order to complete the packet. Preferably, each such command includes an offset and a length. The offset is needed so that any bytes of header information in the data FIFO that have already been processed by processor 52 will not be read from the data FIFO into memory 24. The length indicates the number of bytes contained in the packet payload. Receive processor 52 discards from header-in FIFO 94 any bits remaining in the data received from logic 52 beyond the last header bit that the processor has recognized and processed, at a discard step 116. These bits belong either to higher-level protocol headers, not handled by processor 52, or to payload data. They are therefore not passed through to header-out FIFO 96, and are instead read from data FIFO 98.

Context logic 100 in receive engine 56 reads the information for each incoming packet from header-out FIFO 96, at a descriptor reading step 118. The context logic uses this information to determine a destination address for the packet in memory 24, selected from a range of free memory addresses provided to adapter 20 by CPU 26. The context logic specifies the destination address in a descriptor passed to a DMA engine 102 for processing. In response to this descriptor, the DMA engine reads the header information from header-out FIFO 96 for writing to memory 24. The descriptor also specifies the offset and length of the data to be read for this packet from data FIFO 98. Based on this information, the DMA engine reads any higher-level headers and payload data from data FIFO 98, at a data reading step 119. The excess header information in FIFO 98, which the DMA engine skips based on the offset specified by the descriptor, is discarded. The DMA engine then transfers the headers and data to memory 24, as specified by the descriptors, at a data transfer step 120. When a frame of data has been written to memory 24, CPU 26 is notified, typically by invoking a interrupt to the CPU, and software processing of the frame can proceed.

It will be appreciated that the preferred embodiments described above are cited by way of example, and that the present invention is not limited to what has been particularly shown and described hereinabove. Rather, the scope of the present invention includes both combinations and subcombinations of the various features described hereinabove, as well as variations and modifications thereof which would occur to persons skilled in the art upon reading the foregoing description and which are not disclosed in the prior art.

What is claimed is:
1. A network interface device, comprising:
   host interface logic, arranged to receive from a host processor a frame of outgoing data that includes outgoing header information and outgoing payload data, the outgoing header information comprising a variable data length parameter, and to separate the header information from the payload data;
   an outgoing data memory, coupled to receive the outgoing payload data from the host interface logic;
   an outgoing header memory, coupled to receive the outgoing header information from the host interface logic;
   a transmit protocol processor, coupled to read and process the outgoing header information from the outgoing header memory so as to generate a plurality of outgoing packet headers in accordance with a predetermined network protocol; and
   transmit logic, coupled to receive the plurality of outgoing packet headers and to select a corresponding portion of the outgoing payload data from the outgoing data memory, respectively to the data length parameter, for association with each of the packet headers, so as to distribute the outgoing payload data among a sequence of outgoing data packets for transmission over a network in accordance with the protocol.
2. A device according to claim 1, wherein the protocol comprises a network layer protocol.
3. A device according to claim 2, wherein the network layer protocol comprises an Internet Protocol (IP).
4. A device according to claim 1, wherein the protocol comprises a transport layer protocol.
5. A device according to claim 4, wherein the transport layer protocol comprises a Transport Control Protocol (TCP).
6. A device according to claim 4, wherein the transport layer protocol comprises a User Datagram Protocol (UDP).
7. A device according to claim 1, wherein the outgoing data memory and the outgoing header memory comprise parallel first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffers, which are arranged to hold the outgoing payload data and outgoing header information, respectively, for a plurality of frames of outgoing data.
8. A device according to claim 7, wherein the outgoing header memory comprises a first FIFO buffer, coupled to hold the header information before it is processed by the protocol processor, and a second FIFO buffer, coupled to receive the at least one packet header from the protocol processor and to deliver it to the transmit logic.
9. A device according to claim 1, wherein the outgoing header memory comprises a fast memory, coupled to the transmit protocol processor so as to be accessible thereby in a single clock cycle of the processor.
10. A device according to claim 1, wherein at least the outgoing data and header memories and the transmit logic are contained together with the transmit protocol processor in a single integrated circuit chip, and wherein the transmit protocol processor is coupled to the host interface logic so as to enable reprogramming of the transmit protocol processor.
11. A device according to claim 1, and comprising:
   receive logic, which is coupled to receive from the network an incoming data packet comprising incoming data that includes an incoming header and incoming
payload data, and to select a header portion of the incoming data packet;
an incoming header memory, coupled to receive from the
receive logic a header portion of the incoming data, which
includes at least the incoming header;
an incoming data memory, coupled to receive from the
receive logic a data portion of the incoming data, which
includes at least the incoming payload data; and
a receive protocol processor, coupled to read and process
the header portion of the incoming data in accordance
with the predetermined network protocol so as to
generate the incoming header information,
wherein the host interface logic is coupled to receive and
associate the incoming header information with the
incoming payload data so as to generate an incoming
header portion of the incoming data packet.

12. A device according to claim 11, wherein the transmit
protocol processor and the receive protocol processor are
combined in a single integrated circuit chip, and
comprising a bus on the chip to which both the transmit and
receive protocol processors are coupled.

13. A device according to claim 12, and comprising a
shared memory, which is accessible to both the transmit and
receive protocol processors via the bus.

14. A network interface device, comprising:
receive logic, which is coupled to receive from a network
in accordance with a predetermined network protocol
an incoming data packet comprising incoming data that
includes an incoming header and incoming payload
data, which is arranged to select a header portion of
the incoming data packet, the receive logic comprising
a control register, which is programmable with a
length parameter, responsive to which the receive logic
determines how many bytes to select for inclusion in the
header portion;
an incoming header memory, coupled to receive from the
receive logic a header portion of the incoming data, which
includes at least the incoming header;
an incoming data memory, coupled to receive from the
receive logic a data portion of the incoming data, which
includes at least the incoming payload data;
a receive protocol processor, coupled to read and process
the header portion of the incoming data in accordance
with the predetermined network protocol so as to
generate incoming header information, which comprises
an instruction indicating a length of the payload
data to read from the data portion in the data memory
for inclusion in an incoming data frame; and
host interface logic, which is coupled to receive and
associate the incoming header information with the
incoming payload data, responsive to the instruction,
so as to generate the incoming data frame for delivery
to a host processor.

15. A device according to claim 14, wherein the protocol
comprises a network layer protocol.

16. A device according to claim 15, wherein the network
layer protocol comprises an Internet Protocol (IP).

17. A device according to claim 14, wherein the protocol
comprises a transport layer protocol.

18. A device according to claim 17, wherein the transport
layer protocol comprises a Transport Control Protocol
(TCP).

19. A device according to claim 17, wherein the transport
layer protocol comprises a User Datagram Protocol (UDP).

20. A device according to claim 14, wherein the data
memory and the header memory comprise parallel first-in-
first-out (FIFO) buffers, which are arranged to hold the data
portion and the header portion, respectively, for a plurality
of frames of incoming data.

21. A device according to claim 20, wherein the header
memory comprises a first FIFO buffer, coupled to hold
the header portion before it is processed by the protocol
processor, and a second FIFO buffer, coupled to receive
the header information from the protocol processor and to
deliver it to the transmit logic.

22. A device according to claim 20, wherein the header
information comprises an instruction to the host interface
logic, indicating a length of the payload data to read from the
data portion in the data memory for inclusion in the incoming
data frame.

23. A device according to claim 14, wherein the data
portion of the incoming data comprises substantially all of the
incoming data.

24. A device according to claim 14, wherein the outgoing
header memory comprises a fast memory, coupled to the
receive protocol processor so as to be accessed thereby in a
single clock cycle of the processor.

25. A device according to claim 14, wherein at least the
incoming data and header memories and the receive logic
are contained together with the receive protocol processor in
a single integrated circuit chip, and wherein the receive
protocol processor is coupled to the host interface logic so
as to enable reprogramming of the receive protocol processor.

26. A device according to claim 14, wherein the host
interface logic comprises a direct memory access (DMA)
engine, and wherein the receive protocol processor is
arranged to generate DMA descriptors along with the incoming
header information, so that the DMA engine writes the
incoming data frame to a memory of the host processor
responsive to the descriptors.

27. A method for transmitting data over a packet network,
comprising:
receiving from a host processor a frame of outgoing data
that includes outgoing header information and outgoing
payload data, the outgoing header information comprising
a variable data length parameter;
writing the outgoing header information to an outgoing
header memory;
writing the outgoing payload data to an outgoing payload
memory, separate from the header memory;
reading and processing the outgoing header information
from the outgoing header memory so as to generate a
plurality of outgoing packet headers in accordance with a
predetermined network protocol; and
responsively to the data length parameter, selecting a
corresponding portion of the outgoing payload data from the
outgoing data memory for association with each of the packet
headers, so as to distribute the outgoing payload data among a sequence of outgoing
packets for transmission over the network in accordance with the protocol.

28. A method according to claim 27, wherein the protocol
comprises a network layer protocol.

29. A method according to claim 28, wherein the network
layer protocol comprises an Internet Protocol (IP).

30. A method according to claim 27, wherein the protocol
comprises a transport layer protocol.

31. A method according to claim 30, wherein the transport
layer protocol comprises a Transport Control Protocol
(TCP).

32. A method according to claim 30, wherein the transport
layer protocol comprises a User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
A method according to claim 27, wherein writing the outgoing header information and writing the outgoing payload data comprise writing the information and the data to parallel first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffers for a plurality of frames of outgoing data in succession.

A method according to claim 33, wherein processing the outgoing header information comprises writing the at least one outgoing packet header to a further FIFO buffer in preparation for associating it with the outgoing payload data.

A method for processing data received over a packet network, comprising:

- programming a control register with a length parameter;
- receiving from a network in accordance with a predetermined network protocol an incoming data packet comprising incoming data that includes an incoming header and incoming payload data;
- determining how many bits of the incoming data packet to select for inclusion in a header portion responsive to the length parameter;
- writing the header portion of the incoming data packet to an incoming header memory, the header portion including at least the incoming header;
- reading and processing the header portion of the incoming data from the incoming header memory in accordance with the predetermined network protocol so as to generate incoming header information, which comprises an instruction indicating a length of the payload data for inclusion in the incoming data frame;
- responsively to the instruction, writing a data portion of the incoming data to an incoming data memory, separate from the incoming header memory, the data portion including at least the incoming payload data; and
- associating the incoming header information with the incoming payload data from the incoming data memory so as to generate an incoming data frame for delivery to a host processor.

A method according to claim 35, wherein the protocol comprises a network layer protocol.

A method according to claim 36, wherein the network layer protocol comprises an Internet Protocol (IP).

A method according to claim 35, wherein the protocol comprises a transport layer protocol.

A method according to claim 38, wherein the transport layer protocol comprises a Transport Control Protocol (TCP).

A method according to claim 38, wherein the transport layer protocol comprises a User Datagram Protocol (UDP).

A method according to claim 35, wherein writing the header portion and writing the data portion comprise writing the header portion and the data portion to parallel first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffers for a plurality of frames of incoming data.

A method according to claim 41, wherein processing the header portion comprises writing the incoming header information to a further FIFO buffer, in preparation for associating it with the incoming payload data.

A method according to claim 41, wherein writing the incoming header information comprises writing an instruction indicating a length of the payload data to read from the data portion in the data memory for inclusion in the incoming data frame.

A method according to claim 35, wherein writing the data portion of the incoming data comprises writing substantially all of the incoming data to the incoming data memory.

A method according to claim 35, wherein programming the control register comprises determining the length parameter based on a maximum header length permitted by the network protocol.

A method according to claim 35, wherein processing the header portion comprises generating a direct memory access (DMA) descriptor, and comprising writing the incoming data frame to a memory of the host processor responsive to the descriptor.